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SARA FAVRIAU  / lives and works in Paris 
sarafavriau@gmail.com  /  website : sarafavriau.com

Sara Favriau delves into ancient and current practices. Using a palimpsest, a manuscript on which the writing superimposed on previously erased text, she blends classical and contemporary tech-
niques. Her research is a poetic reflexion on historic mechanisms. She gathers materials, often industrial, and transforms their original functions, setting them free from traditional paths, giving them a 
simpler form. From this synthesis, the possibility of a story is born. 
             

Collaborations

2018    Collaboration with choregrapher Muriel Bourdeau / se faire feu et d’artifice - residency  
            CDCN Chateau Thierry & Carreaux du Temple 2017- 2018  Paris, France 
2016    Curating : To sum up, repetition does not delight in singular reiteration (la redite 
             en somme, ne s’amuse pas de sa répétition singulière) / Palais de Tokyo, Paris, France
2014    Visual arts Jury / ENSA la Villette Paris, France
2013    Visual arts Jury / ENSA la Villette Paris, France
2012    Collaboration with choreographer Muriel Bourdeau, le risque zéro n’existe pas /  
            festival ZOA / théâtre de la loge / Paris, France
2010    Collaboration with choreographer Eva Vandest - festival June Events / 
            Carolyn Carlson / Cartoucherie / Paris, France
            Collaboration with dance company Sabdag - festival nous n’irons pas à Avignon /
            Gare au théâtre Vitry, France

Awards -  Residencies - Publications

2018    Residency French Los Angeles Exchange (FLAX) / Los angeles, United States
2017    Residency programme Arts et monde du travail / Ministry of Culture in     
            partnership with CNEAI / Paris, France
2016    RADIO / Fondation Louis Vuitton with Maria Inés Rodriguez, invited by Nathalie Viot
            Les carnets de la création / France Culture, Aude Lavigne
2015    Awarded of Prix Découverte des Amis du Palais de Tokyo 
            Conference SciencePo
            50 52 - 50 Artistes - Edition 11-13
2014    Best installation, award for YIA art fair #04
2013    Publication : The Drawer / Funny Games
2011    Residency and exhibition at Microcosme / l’Ile d’Yeu, France
2008    Collection La Société / Costes / Paris, France
2006    Grant for the Department of Cultural Affairs / Paris, France
            Residency / Cava Michelangelo / Carrare, Italy 
2005    Short term residency / Villa Médicis / Rome, Italy

Solo Shows

2018   French Los Angeles Exchange (FLAX) / Los angeles, United States
2017   Independent Brussels, Art Fair / Brussels, Belgium 
           ou, prologue pour une chimère / Château de Chaumont / Chaumont sur Loire, France
2016   To sum up, repetition does not delight in singular reiteration  (la redite en somme, 
           ne s’amuse pas de sa répétition singulière) / Palais de Tokyo / Paris, France
           grandir amplement / Le Silo, L’échangeur-CNDC / Chateau Thierry, France
2015   Poésie de la matière  / Parcours Saint Germain  / Paris, France
           la houle se déroulant au fracas de la coque ( ... ) je sabrais l’écume /

            Obscure - Clarté / La Confidentielle / Curated by David Rosenberg / Paris, France        
2014    YIA art fair #04 / Carreaux du Temple / Paris, France
            La part des anges / Galerie Maubert / Paris, France
2013    Cabanes Georgina / Marseillle Capitale Européenne Culture / Marseille, France 
            Sur place - à emporter / Atelier Lebras /  Nantes, France  
            PARIS 55-65 / E.S.A - curated by Simon Boudvin / Paris, France
2012    exCitation / Galerie Maubert / Paris, France
2011    Société anonyme / Galerie Maubert / Paris, France
2007    Select 04 action qui suit le début / Galerie Miss China Beauty  
2006    20 e venti / Curated by Giuseppe Penone / Sabina, Italy
2005    Park Sonsbeek / Curated by Giuseppe Penone / Arnhem, Netherlands
2004    de Veerbelding art landscape nature / Curated by Giuseppe Penone /  De Verbeelding
            Museum, Zeewold, Netherlands

Collection

2018       Collection  MAC VAL  Val de Marne, F
2017       Collection FMAC  Paris, F 
2016  Collection FDAC  Essonne
2008  Collection Costes / la société /  Paris, F

Group Shows

2017     Architectures Intérieures / L’Attrape Couleurs /Curated by Formes Élémentaires / Lyon, France
2016    Le carré dans le carré / Galerie Maubert / Paris, France
2015    26 rue du Départ / Galerie Maubert / Paris, France



Between image and sculpture: the artworks of Sara Favriau occupy the inters-
tice. Images, in the sense that they reproduce somewhat recognizable forms 
laden with both personal and collective meanings. Sculptures, because they 
deploy in space and toy with masses, voids, points of view, scale, distance and 
proximity from within and without. Occurring in both physical and mental space, 
her works incur ambulation, movement of body and mind, thus stimulating their 
fictional potential.

This applies, for instance, to her cabins, whether miniature (J’ai remonté le 
temps y avait rien à faire. Les mêmes carrosses en bois à toute allure, 2014) or 
of monumental scale (La redite en somme, ne s’amuse pas de sa répétition sin-
gulière, 2016), made of hundreds of pieces of wood and connected by bridges 
of the same material. Hollowed masses and openwork, at once understandable 
and inaccessible, at once discernible and elusive like childhood memories which 
are fleeting yet perennial. There is an interplay of transparency and opacity, of 
understanding and incomprehensibility that is open to mental projections, as 
particularly apparent in À revers raisonne un degré miroir (2016). Comparable 
to some type of wooden furniture it evokes a confessional, moucharaby or a 
pre-Columbian pyramid. Comprising small openings on one side and a window 
on the other, this construction allows glimpses of the conglomeration of wood it 
contains as one moves around it.
Like a piece of futuristic architecture, the wood seems to partly extend from 
the upper surface as if it were capable of proliferating indefinitely. An enigmatic 
condensation of various references as can occur in dreams, this piece also im-
plies the beholder’s gaze constantly moves back-and-forth between the outside 
and the inside, the visible and the invisible, thereby triggering one’s imagination.

Fantasy is invited to inhabit the space (traversed by body and mind) between the 
presence and the absence of forms, while being triggered by their polysemy and 
deferred identification. This is the case with Carnaval (2016) and Hybride (2015), 
two series of white forms which in one are pasted on ceramic tiles, and in the 
other placed on a table. White-plastered castings of blister packs (transparent 
plastic coverings used to protect small mass-produced products), these shapes 
bring to mind masks or the miniaturized architecture of an unknown civilization, 
depending on the perspectives employed. Like ghosts whose outlines appear 
behind a curtain, their uncertain nature allows us to speculate and project our 
own stories onto them. This ghostly and mysterious aspect is also at work in Le 
Miroir (2016) in which four transparent sheets of acrylic glass are arranged in 
such a way as to constitute a frame within which shapes are ‘embedded’. Close 
examination allows one to here perceive the imprints of various sized screws. 
From afar, however, they bring to mind a city’s skyline like a fossil of another 
world.

Sculpted images and sculptures of images, the works of Sara Favriau unveil 
their poetic power over time through active contemplation engaging both body 
and mind.

                                                                                  

                                                                                  Sarah Ihler Meyer / curator



ou, prologue pour une chimère (or, prologue for a chimera)
2017-  Chateau de Chaumont sur Loire - lime - 20 x 20 x 420 cm





la redite en somme, ne s’amuse pas de sa répétition singulière (To sum up, repetition does not delight in singular reiteration)
2016 - Palais de Tokyo - Douglas wood, varying dimension 



la redite en somme, ne s’amuse pas de sa répétition singulière (To sum up, repetition does not delight in singular reiteration) 
Palais de Tokyo (02.19.2016– 05.16.2016)

« It is an artwork in a space and artworks within an artwork. These shacks are a way for me to interrogate the sculpture, a mis en abyme 
of the artwork. » 

In the Galerie WIlson, Sara Favriau scattered 2,000 hand crafted wooden battens. Together, they compose a «hamlet of shacks» in 
which artwork by emerging artists are presented.  «I work outside and inside the artwork. This sculpture is not only a volume, it is also 
a void ready to receive other artwork.» The installation is both a monumental sculpture and a series of pedestals and picture rails, an 
artwork and an exhibition space. 

These shacks are like primitive white cubes. Their workmanship brings to mind ancestral sculpting techniques whereas their cubic 
shape evokes contemporary exhibition spaces. Sara Favriau creates the opposite of the white and empty galleries, whose usual pur-
pose is to give works of art autonomy, by establishing an interdependence between the artwork and its exhibition context. Each piece 
charges the others with «a story, a kind of magic». The wooden footbridges open new perspectives and create different possibilities of 
associations between the exhibited artworks, like a series of beginnings of different tales.



© André Morin



© André Morin



à revers, raisonne un degré miroir (from the rear, reasons a mirror degree)
2016 - poplar plywood - 60 x 35 x 120 cm
Poplar plywood is the only material, cut here as if it was a block of stone and conceived as a whole sculpture, from the 
inside and the outside. Plywood is usually used only to laminate. Here, it is laminated, cut, put back together... Its layers 
create a marquetries. 

© Éric Morin





j’ai remonté le temps y avait rien à faire. Les mêmes carrosses en bois à toute allure (I went back in time nothing can be done. The same wooden coaches full speed)
2017 - Chateau de Chaumont sur Loire - wood, varying dimension - 9m2
Series of hanging shacks. The installation was constructed using two 3 meter long fir battens cut by hand and then spread throughout the exhibition space, forming a village. 
This laborious process allows for miniaturisation and the creation of a precarious and fragile cabin. The shacks are linked together in a closed circuit.  





grandir amplement (largely growing)
2016 - Le Silo, L’échangeur CDC - ephemeral sculpture - 2 tons of compressed plaster powder and whitewash - 260 x 120 x 40 cm
Wall built out of powder, partially collapsed.The wall holds because of its compression and the humidity which is absorbed by the 
plaster powder and the whitewash.



le triomphe (triumph)
2016 - plaster and olive wood - varying dimension



le vestibule (vestibule)
2017 - synthetic plaster - 35 x 35 cm , H : 70 cm





gourdins (bludgeons)
2016 - red oak - 122 x 8 x 8 cm and 85 x 8 x 8cm



le foyer monumental (monumental household)
2016 - flax and synthetic plaster - varying dimension



les actes reposant sur des choix infernaux (actions relying on infernal choices)
2017 - mix media - varying dimension



la reine / au charme éteint des vacarmes (the queen / by charm turns the rackets off)
2016 - red oak - 8 x 8 x 25 cm
2016 - synthetic plaster - 10 x 10 x 30 cm



© Aurélien Mole

Sans ignorer, raisonnablement, le spectre qui faillit (without ignoring, reasonably, the failing spectre)
Red oak, plaster - 8 x 8 x 30 cm



l’androgyne (the androgynous person)
2016 - concrete and synthetic plaster - varying dimension



sans titre (untitled)
2016 - multiple / variations. 25 «unique» pieces. 
Synthetic plaster, plexiglass - 20 x 10 cm



barbarie (barbarism) 
2016 - synthetic plaster - varying dimension
Tape print on ceramic tile



le miroir (the mirror)
2016 - poplar plywood - altuglass -70 x 50 cm

© Aurélien Mole



en sommeil (dormant)
2016 - synthetic plaster - 90 x 10 x 10 cm



se faisant Echo (echoing)
2016 - mix media - 8 x 10 cm



carnaval (carnival)
2015 - 58 ceramic pieces - synthetic plaster, ceramic, aluminium chassis, blister mold and association (transparent plastic shell used for conditioning)
Consumables become folklore, under anthropomorphic form. A gargoyle mask, as implied by the title “carnival”.



hybrides (hybrids)
2015 - 70 micro - sculptures made by sculpting moulded industrial material (polystyrene, plastic pipes, battens…)
Synthetic plaster, poplar plywood - varying dimension



la faculté d’un probable désaccord entendu (the faculty of a probable understood disagreement)
2015 - 2 diptyques - light box and blister mould 
Synthetic plaster, neon, wood - 50 x 70 x 10cm 



une bonne toile et un cornet de pop corn (a good movie and some pop corn)
2015 - pop corn mold on chessboard
Synthetic plaster, lead, poplar plywood - varying dimension 



le choix révolu (the pass choice)
2013 - lead figurine of Milou, Tintin’s dog (‘objectif moon”)
Concrete, wood, tape - varying dimension - H: 60cm



Drawings series - 2013 / 2015 - Quill, felt pen - 50x 65cm

apnée (apnea) - 2014



les vacarmes sont soustraits (rackets are subtracted) - 2014 
 



dédale (Daedalus) - 2014    



 la levée & la rosée (the raising and the rose) - dyptique - 2015



la mémoire (memory) - 2014    
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